phenomenal worlds).
to that of the Materialistic (Lokayata) school while it intends to differentiate itself form the current theory on the five Elements, which has been adopted in the Prajnaparamita tradition3). The Materialistic school, "relying on common by experience, and no reality beyond the sheer total of the components5). Certain would profess that only the Elements, and no retribution owing to a previous karma, stand for the permanence of a psychic activity6), or that knowledge or this collusion ceases and can not assume a transmigrant function). This latter view, as well as its hedonistic consequences, appears to have been held by Ajita Kesakambalin and Pakudha Kaccayana or Purana Kassapa8), "heretical" masters who would have lived in the time of Sakyamuni and answered to King A jatasatru's question on the fruits of ascetic life.
The first would profess that, when comes the term of life, the four inner Elements
Heterodox Views on the Elements (R. Duquenne) return to their outer counterparts, and the faculties P, (indriyani) to the space9).
The second, that the four Elements, together with ease (sukham), pain (duh kham)10) and the soul (jivam), would only gather as a bunch of reeds : a sword would only penetrate into the interval between these seven elemetary substances. This forceful expression has been adopted by later Buddhists to illustrate the opposite, that killing the body does not kill the knowledge, the psychic principle of rebirthll), or to show that the Bodhisattva remains undisturbed12). Whatever be these later developments, it should be noted that early Buddhism, as far as it is concerned with an analysis of the outer world, concords with a positivist current in Indian thought which attributes the formation of all objective reality to the interaction of four Elements endowed with specific qualities. This current marks a striking difference with earlier cosmologies based on one, two or three primordial forces of a rather mythic nature13), in the new possibility it gives for a positive explanation to substantial differences and transformations as can be observed in objective reality. The Elements have, at least implicitly, been considered since an early period to stand respectively for the qualities of compactness and solidity (samghata, kharatvam) viscosity and cohesion (sneha, dravatvam), heat (usnata), and movement (irana)14).
Moreover, the simultaneous presence of these qualities in matter as well as the tranfomations matter as a whole may undergo, suppose that the Elements are on it an action in which each one takes its share15). This share, according to the nature of the matter compound, may be more or less prevalent, which explains the possibility of different substances and the different stages in the transformation of a same substance. Such an explanation could hardly be worked out if the Elements are to be considered only as the substances after which they are named. Hence, an essential differentiation between Earth and earth, etc. has been clearly defined in the Abhidharma16), but it could hardly be precised to what extend it was elaborated in other philosophical systems, namely among the materialist philosophers contemporary to Sakyamuni.
This difference is still deeper with the atomic theory on which the analysis of matter and of its transformations is based, a theory that follows roughly a eterodox Views on the Elements (R. Duquenne) (11) double pattern. A first one, where the most subtle particle (paramanu) contains all four (or five) Elements17), whether these Elements are sensible only to touch or correspond respecively to the five organs of perception, A second one, "Akkumulationstheorie" (Frauwallner)18), where the number of composing Elements grows according to the perceptive nature of the particle. The first system: is common to Buddhism and early Samkhya and Vaisesika, but the latter admits specific and immediate relations between Elements and organs, whereas the former consider only the tangible character of the Elements. The Akkumula- Cambridge 1957 Cambridge , reed. 1973 12) T XV 586 III, 53b1-6, v, 86b10-16, T XL 1813 iv, 633a6-8. 13 ) Most of the Buddhist critics concern the cosmologies based on one Element. T I 1 xx 136a14-137a23 (without pali equivalent), T I 23 iv, 299b7-300a19, T I 25 viii, 403b26-404c1, T XXV 1509 xxxii, 299c1-300a19, T XXXII 1640 cf. E. Frauwallner, op. cit. I p. 49 v. Body, p. 256b. I did not yet consult Grundriss der Indo-Arischen Philologie III, 10 <Jolly). On the other side, Abhidharma is really concerned with explicit definition and classification of all the dharmas. The solid, etc. substances in the body are of course not identic with earth, etc. but have a common quality with earth, fire and wind respectively, a quality which has metaphorically be named as Earth.
Hence the terminology adopted at Aung's suggestion by the Pali Text Society translators: Extension, Cohesion, Heat and Movement, even for the Nikayas. See also Majjh. III 239- 242=T I 26 XLII n 162, T XI 310 LXXIII, 320 xxvi, 
